Abstract
Introduction
In large parallel and distributed systems, such as networks of workstations or the Internet, the bandwidth of the interconnection network usually is the major bottleneck for the performance of distributed applications. This is due to the fact that it is often more expensive or more difficult to increase the bandwidth of the interconnection network than to increase processor speed and memory capacities at individual nodes.
£ Partially supported by DFG-Sonderforschungsbereich 376 "Massive Parallelität: Algorithmen, Entwurfsmethoden, Anwendungen" and by the IST Programme of the EU under contract number IST-1999-14186 (ALCOM-FT) Therefore, a principle task for these systems is to design distributed applications in such a way that they cause as little communication overhead as possible. However, it may not be sufficient to simply reduce the total communication load, i.e., the total traffic in the network, as this can result in bottlenecks. In addition, the load has to be distributed evenly among all network resources. This corresponds to minimizing the congestion, i.e., the maximum taken over all network links of the amount of data transmitted by the link divided by the respective bandwidth.
In this paper we introduce a general framework for minimizing the congestion produced by applications in distributed environments. This framework can be applied to many online problems that aim to minimize the congestion. If successful it yields a solution to the online problem on arbitrary networks that is fully distributed, i.e., all decisions are made using only local knowledge of the network load. The framework is based on representing all network links and thus the whole topology of the network as a tree. Since a tree topology is very simple many online problems can be solved efficiently for trees. By combining a tree solution of an online problem and the tree representation of the network, the framework yields a solution that minimizes the congestion of the network links. The framework is evaluated by applying it to the following two fundamental problems of distributed computing.
The first one is the well known online routing problem (see e.g. [2, 10] ). In this problem routing requests consisting of a source and a destination point, arrive online. For each request the routing algorithm has to specify a path from the source to the destination in the network. The goal is to minimize the congestion of the network links.
The second problem is a data management problem that was introduced in [11] . Here, the nodes of the network issue read and write requests to shared data objects. A data management algorithm for this problem has to decide where to place copies of shared objects in the network and how to access these copies such that the link congestion is minimized.
Definition of the model
We model the network by a weighted graph G V Eµ of V n nodes and E edges. The nodes represent the processors, the edges represent the links and the function b : E Ê · represents the bandwidth of the links. A sequence σ of requests, e.g. read or write requests to shared objects, are issued at the nodes of the network and have to be served by an online algorithm. In order to obtain a simple and unambiguous model we assume that these requests are issued one after the other, i.e., σ i·1 is not issued before σ i is not fully processed by the online algorithm. Note however that the algorithms that we will develop for this sequential model can handle parallel and overlapping requests, too.
The performance of an online algorithm A is evaluated by comparing it to an optimal offline algorithm OPT, which has full knowledge of the input sequence in advance and can process it optimally. Given an input sequence σ, let C A´σ µ and C OPT´σ µ denote the congestion produced by A and OPT, respectively, when processing σ. Algorithm A is called c-competitive if there exists a constant a (independent of σ) such that C A´σ µ c ¡C OPT´σ µ · a, for any sequence σ. The algorithm is said to be strictly competitive if a 0. In general we assume that the online algorithm may use randomization. In this case it must fulfill the above bound with high probability. 1 In the framework of competitive analysis the input sequence is viewed as chosen by an adversary in order to reflect that the above bound has to hold for all input sequences. In the case of randomized algorithms one has to specify the exact power that is given to the adversary. Throughout this paper we assume that the adversary is oblivious, i.e., the request sequence is not allowed to depend on the random choices made by the online algorithm.
For a given algorithm and an input sequence σ we define the (absolute) load of a link e ¾ E to be the amount of data that must be transferred by this connection when σ is processed by the algorithm. We define the relative load of a connection to be its load divided by its bandwidth. Finally, we define the congestion to be the maximum over the relative loads of all links in the network. The cost metrics for the online routing and the data management problem are defined as follows.
Online routing. In the online routing problem the request sequence consists of routing requests between pairs of nodes. For each request a path connecting the corresponding nodes in the network has to be specified. This increases the load on each edge of the path by one.
Data management. In the data management problem the request sequence consists of read and write requests to shared data objects. A data management strategy is allowed to migrate, create and invalidate copies at execution time.
We assume that any message, including messages for migrating copies, messages for locating copies in the network as well as messages for invalidating copies, increases the load on every edge of the respective path by one.
Note that the above uniform definition of the load associated with messages is only chosen for keeping the description of strategies as simple as possible. All results can easily be extended to non-uniform definitions, as well.
Previous work and new results
A centralized, O´lognµ-competitive online routing algorithm was first presented by Aspnes et al. in [2] . This algorithm is based on the use of an exponential cost function.
Each edge e is assigned a length that is exponential in the current load of e. If a routing request occurs the algorithm chooses a shortest path between source and destination with respect to the length assigned to the edges. The competitive ratio of this algorithm is optimal due to a lower bound provided in the same paper. The drawback of this algorithm is that it is centralized and that the current network load must be known in order to make a routing decision. Awerbuch and Azar [4] improve on this result by developing an algorithm that is not centralized, i.e., there exist several agents that make routing decisions in the network. But also in their scenario it is still difficult for a distributed implementation to realize the up-to-date knowledge of the state of the network for the agents.
In this paper we show the somehow surprising result that knowledge of the current load in the network is not needed in order to achieve a polylogarithmic competitive ratio, w.r.t. the congestion. We present an oblivious online routing algorithm, i.e., a routing algorithm where the path selected for the i-th request σ i does not depend on routing decisions made for other requests σ j , j i. Hence, the path may only depend on the source of the request, its destination and on some random input. Note that randomization is essential, for the design of an oblivious routing algorithm with low competitive ratio, since there exist large lower bounds for deterministic routing protocols (see [5, 7] ). Oblivious routing strategies can easily be implemented in distributed environments and therefore many oblivious strategies have been designed for special network topologies (see e.g. [12, 14] ). In [1] the authors provide a lower bound for oblivious routing on the hypercube.
To our knowledge this work is the first analytical treatment of oblivious routing strategies for general networks.
The online data management problem with the goal of minimizing the congestion of the network links was investigated in [11] . There the authors present a 3-competitive online algorithm for trees. Furthermore, they show how to achieve an O´lognµ-competitive algorithm for meshes via a Proceedings of the 43 rd Annual IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science (FOCS'02) 0272-5428/02 $17.00 © 2002 IEEE bi-simulation between a mesh and a tree network. In [13] it is claimed that this approach can be extended to other networks by providing a suitable, hierarchical decomposition for the target network. In this paper we define the exact properties that the hierarchical decomposition has to fulfill and we prove that such a hierarchical decomposition exists for any network. This gives an O´log 3 nµ-competitive data management strategy for general graphs.
Outline of the framework
In the following we sketch the general concept for solving online problems in the congestion based model for arbitrary networks. The framework is based on a bi-simulation between a target network G V Eµ and an associated tree network T G V t E t µ, the so-called decomposition tree which is suitably constructed out of G. Both networks are weighted with b : E Ê · and bt : E t Ê · describing the bandwidth of edges in E and E t , respectively.
In a first simulation step it is shown that the tree T G can simulate the network G, i.e., any request sequence σ for an online problem that produces congestion C when it is processed on G can be processed on T G with congestion C, too. For this simulation we will present a mapping π 1 : V V t from the nodes of G to the nodes of T G . A processor v ¾V of G is then simulated by its counterpart π 1´v µ in T G . Note that this first simulation step is completely independent of the online problem that has to be solved.
In a second simulation step we show for certain online problems that the network G can simulate the tree T G in such a way that the congestion is only a small factor c larger than the congestion on the tree. More concretely, if a request sequence σ can be processed on the tree with congestion C t , then it can be processed on G with congestion c ¡C t · K, w.h.p., where K is a constant independent of σ. For this simulation a node v ¾ V may have to simulate several nodes of V t , since usually V t V . We denote the (randomized) mapping used for the second simulation step π 2 : V t V . Additionally for this simulation step we describe how the routing between host nodes in G that simulate adjacent tree nodes is performed. (Note that this is easy for the first simulation since T G is a tree.) The exact description of the routing and the definitions of π 1 and π 2 will be given in Section 3. For the purpose of this section it is only important that
How do these simulation results help us in solving congestion-based online problems on general networks? A condition for our framework is that the online problem can be solved efficiently for trees. Thus, suppose that there is a c t -competitive algorithm for the tree T G (for some value c t ).
We get an online strategy for G as follows. Suppose we are given a sequence σ of requests for the online problem. Let C opt´G µ and C opt´TG µ denote the optimal congestion if σ is processed on G and T G , respectively. (For processing σ on T G we assume that a request originally issued at a node v ¾ V is issued at π 1´v µ ¾ V t , instead.) Furthermore, let C onl´TG µ denote the congestion produced by the online tree strategy when processing σ on T G . The first simulation step and the c t -competitiveness yield
where K t is some constant that does not depend on σ. Now, we can simulate this online tree strategy on the network G and we get an online strategy for G. Let C onl´G µ denote the congestion of this strategy for request sequence σ. Note that since π 2´π1´v µµ v for every v ¾ V the bisimulation does not reorder the nodes of V and in particular does not change the request sequence σ. (For the first simulation step requests from a node v ¾ V are mapped to π 1´v µ ¾ V t . For the second simulation such a request is mapped to π 2´π1´v µµ v.)
Let C onl´G µ denote the congestion of this strategy for request sequence σ and let c denote the factor between the congestion in G and T G for the second simulation step. We get
The crucial part of the proof is to choose T G in such a way that the second simulation step can be performed with a small factor c. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section we will describe the general method for choosing T G and define certain parameters for T G that mainly influence the quality of the simulations. In Section 3 we will then show that given a decomposition tree T G with "good" parameters both simulations can be performed with a small factor c. Finally we will show in Section 4 that for any network G there is a tree T G such that all parameters relevant for the simulations have "good" values.
The decomposition tree
In this section we describe the general method for choosing the decomposition tree T G for a network G V Eµ in such a way that both simulations work properly. The decomposition tree T G corresponds to a decomposition of the node set V of G into a system of subsets of V . We need the following notations to characterize certain properties of such a set sys- call S the set or the cluster corresponding to v t , and v t the (tree) node corresponding to S. In the following the cluster corresponding to a node v t ¾ V t will be denoted with
S v t . Two nodes u t and v t in T G are connected if S u t S v t or

S u t S v t and if there is no S ¾ S such that S u t S S v t or
S u t S S v t , respectively. Note that by this definition T G
is indeed a tree, since S is a laminar system. We assume T G to be rooted at the node corresponding to the cluster V , that contains all nodes in the network. By this definition the leaves of T G correspond to sets v v ¾ V , i.e., there is a one-to-one relation between the nodes of G and the leaf nodes of T G .
We define the root to be on level 0 of T G and all nodes whose parents are on level are defined to be on level · 1. It remains to define the bandwidths for the edges in E t .
Therefore, we first define the function cap : 2 V ¢2 V Ê · which for two subsets X Y V describes the total bandwidth that is available between nodes of X and nodes of Y . It is defined as follows:
Recall that b´´x yµµ denotes the bandwidth for edge´x yµ ¾ E. For a set X V we denote the total bandwidth of edges leaving set X in G with out´Xµ cap´X X µ, where X : V ÒX. Now, we define the bandwidth of an edge´u t v t µ ¾ E t connecting a level node v t and a level 1 node u t . The bandwidth for such an edge is defined as bt´´ut v t µµ out´S v t µ. Figure 1 gives an example of a complete laminar system and the corresponding decomposition tree. Now, we describe the parameters of the decomposition tree that are significant for the quality of the bi-simulation between G and T G . The first important parameter is simply the height of T G which will be denoted with h´T G µ. For specifying the further parameters we need the following notation. Let for a decomposition tree T G and ¾ 0 h´T G µ the set V t V t denote the set of all level nodes of T G . The clusters that correspond to nodes in V t form a sub-partition of V , i.e., a set of pairwise disjoint subsets of V . We define a weight function w : 2 V Ê · according to this sub-partition as follows:
Informally speaking, the weight function w ´X µ counts for a subset X, the bandwidth of all edges that are adjacent to nodes in X and that do not connect nodes of the same cluster with respect to the sub-partition corresponding to V t . In order to define w properly for all ¾ 0 h´T G µ · 1 we add the definition w h´T G µ·1´x µ : cap´X V µ.
We mention some basic properties of w that will be used intensively throughout the remainder of the paper. First of all w is additive, i.e., for a set X X 1 X 2 , w ´X µ w ´X 1 µ · w ´X 2 µ. Furthermore, for a level cluster S v t we have w ´S v t µ out´S v t µ. Finally, w 1´X µ w ´X µ holds for any ¾ 1 h´T G µ · 1 .
Based on this weight function, we define for a level node v t of the decomposition tree, the bandwidth-ratio λ v t as ∞ for x 0. Observe that thereby a tree node v t corresponding to a cluster S v t that contains only a single node has λ v t 0 and δ v t 0. Further, if the graph induced by the nodes of S v t is disconnected we have λ v t ∞ and δ v t ∞.
These parameters will turn out to be a good measure for the congestion needed to route messages from the children of S v t to S v t . The intuition is as follows.
The bandwidth ratio λ v t describes the ratio between the capacity of edges that leave a set U (i.e., out´Uµ) and the Proceedings of the 43 rd Annual IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science (FOCS'02) 0272-5428/02 $17.00 © 2002 IEEE capacity of edges that connect U with the rest of the cluster (i.e., cap´U S v t ÒUµ). The simulation will mainly use edges of the latter type when leaving the set U. Hence, this ratio is an important parameter. The weight-ratio describes for a set U the ratio between w ·1´U µ and the capacity of edges connecting U with the rest of the cluster. In the simulation w ·1´U µ will be proportional to the probability that a message has to be routed to the set U. Therefore, the weight-ratio is an important parameter, as well.
denote the maximum weight-ratio and maximum bandwidthratio, respectively, taken over all nodes of T G . In the following section it is shown that the quality of the bi-simulation between a network G and an associated decomposition tree T G can be expressed by the parameters δ´T G µ, λ´T G µ and h´T G µ. For convenience we will use the notation λ, δ, and h to denote λ´T G µ, δ´T G µ and h´T G µ, respectively, when there is no ambiguity.
Simulation results
In this section we show how the bi-simulation between G and T G works and present the results on the congestion of the online routing strategy and the data management strategy based on this simulation.
Simulating G G G on T G T G T G
The simulation of the network G on the decomposition tree T G is straightforward. A node v ¾ V is simulated by the leaf node in T G that corresponds to cluster v . A message that is sent between nodes u and v in G is sent along the unique shortest path connecting the respective counterparts in T G . The following theorem states that this simulation does not increase the congestion.
Theorem 1 For any request sequence σ for an online problem on network G that can be processed with congestion C the straightforward simulation on T G yields congestion C t C.
Proof. Let e t ú t v t µ denote an edge of T G that connects a level node v t to a level 1 node u t and that has relative load C t , when processing σ on T G . Then, the absolute load of e t is C t ¡b t´et µ. Now, consider how σ is processed on G. Any message that crosses edge e t in T G has either to leave or to enter the cluster S v t . The total bandwidth of all edges leaving cluster S v t is out´S v t µ bt´et µ. Thus, one of those edges must have relative load
Simulating T G T G T G on G G G
In this section we show that the decomposition tree T G can be simulated on the network G. In contrast to the above simulation of G on T G this simulation is not completely independent of the definition of the online problem. Therefore, we split the description into two parts. In the first part we give a general, i.e., problem-independent, simulation result that relates the expected relative load of any edge of G to the congestion on the tree T G . In the second part we show for the data management and the online routing problem that this simulation can be adopted such that the relative load of any edge e in G does not deviate too much from its expectation. This gives the desired simulation of T G on G.
The problem-independent simulation is done as follows. A level node v t of T G is simulated by a random node of the corresponding cluster S v t , i.e., v t is mapped to node v ¾ S v t with probability
In an initialization phase we solve a concurrent multicommodity flow problem (CMCF-problem) on the cluster S u t and afterwards we select the routing paths for the tree edges´u t v i µ according to this solution.
The CMCF-problem is defined as follows. We define S u t 2 commodities f u v for u v ¾ S u t . The source of commodity f u v is u, its sink is v and its demand is
where S v i denotes the level cluster that contains v. We solve the CMCF-problem on S u t while respecting the capacities, i.e., the bandwidth of the edges in S u t . Note that we restrict the solution in such a way that it only may use edges inside S u t , i.e., the flow is not allowed to leave the cluster. For a solution of the CMCF-problem define the throughput fraction q as the minimum over all commodities, of the fraction of the commodity's demand that is met. An optimal solution maximizes the value of q. Altogether, after solving the CMCF-problem we have for each commodity f u v a flow of size q ¡d u v from u to v. Furthermore, the total flow that traverses an edge e inside cluster S u t is smaller than the bandwidth b´eµ of e. We can now choose the routing path according to the solution of the CMCF-problem. Suppose that u t is simulated by some node u ¾ S u t and one of its children v i is simulated by v ¾ S v i . Whenever a message is sent along edge´u t v i µ in the tree a path between u and v is chosen randomly in such a way that the expected load on any edge equals the flow of commodity f u v along that edge.
The following theorem states that this simulation achieves a low expected load on any edge of G. 
Theorem 2 The expectation of the relative load L´eµ of an
where C t is the congestion on T G . If G is planar or of constant genus this result improves to E´L´eµµ
O´h ¡ max δ λ ¡ C t µ.
Proof. Let q denote the minimum throughput fraction that was achieved when solving the multicommodity flow problems during the initialization phase. We first relate the expected load E´L´eµµ of an edge e to the value of q and then we will give a lower bound on q in terms of the parameters δ´T G µ and λ´T G µ.
Lemma 3 For any edge e of G, E´L´eµµ
Proof. Let L ´eµ denote the load of an edge e due to the simulation of edges connecting nodes on level to nodes on level 1 of T G . We show that E´L ´eµµ O´C t qµ, which yields the lemma.
Fix a level . Let´u t v t µ denote an edge of T G and assume that u t is on level 1 and v t is on level . The simulation of such a tree edge induces load on e x yµ only if both endpoints x and y of e lie in the cluster S u t . This holds because the routing paths between the nodes simulating u t and v t do not leave the cluster S u t . Hence, let u t denote a level We have to analyze the number of messages that traverse e due to the simulation of the tree edges´u t v i µ, i ¾ 1 d . Assume for a worst case scenario that every edge´u t v i µ has relative load C t . Then the absolute load of this edge is C t ¡ bt´´ut v i µµ C t ¡ w ´S v i µ. We say that this tree edge is mapped to a pair´u vµ ¾ V ¢V iff u t is simulated by u and v i is simulated by v. In this case C t ¡w ´S v i µ messages have to be routed between u and v for the simulation of this edge. For simulating a tree node v i the node v must be contained in the corresponding cluster S v i . Therefore, only one edge of´u t v i µ i ¾ 1 d comes into question for being mapped to a fixed pair´u vµ. Consequently, the expected number of messages that have to be routed between u and v for simulation of level edges is
because w ·1´v µ w ·1´Sv i µ is the probability that v simulates v i and w ´uµ w ´S u t µ is the probability that u simulates u t .
This number equals C t ¡ d u v , where d u v is the demand for commodity f u v in the definition of the CMCF-problem (see Equation 1
). This means that if at most q ¡ d u v messages would be routed between any pair´u vµ the expected load on any edge e would be smaller than the capacity b´eµ, because the routing paths are chosen in such a way that the expected load of e equals the flow that passes e in the solution of the CMCF-problem.
Consequently, if we route C t ¡ d u v messages on expec-
tation between any pair´u vµ, then the expected (absolute) load is at most b´eµ ¡C t q for these messages on any edge e.
Thus, E´L ´eµµ O´C t qµ holds for any edge e. This yields the lemma. Now, we derive a bound on the throughput fraction of the multicommodity flow problems that are solved during the initialization phase. Let u t denote a level 1 node of
We show a bound for the throughput fraction of the flow problem on cluster S u t . A cut in S u t is a partition of S u t into two disjoint sets U and S u t ÒU. The capacity of the cut is cap´U S u t ÒUµ, i.e., the bandwidth of edges between both sets. The sparsity of the cut is its capacity divided by the total demand that has to cross the cut, i.e., the sum of the demands of commodities for which source and destination lie in different portions of the cut. A cut with minimum sparsity is called sparsest cut.
It is widely known that the value of a sparsest cut, i.e., its sparsity, and the maximum throughput fraction are strongly related (see e.g. [9] ). Now, we first give a lower bound on the value of a sparsest cut in S u t , and then we will utilize this relationship to derive a lower bound on the maximum throughput fraction of the CMCF-problem. dem´X Y µ , where dem´X Y µ is the demand that has to cross the cut, i.e., the sum of all demands of commodities for which source and destination lie in different portions of the cut.
Lemma 4 The value of the sparsest cut of the CMCFproblem on cluster S u t is at least
Let abs´Uµ for a subset U S u t denote the total demand that is absorbed in subset U (i.e., the total demand of commodities that have their sink in U). The following technical claim is proved in a full version of the paper.
Claim 5 For any subset U i of a level cluster S i , abs´U
This claim can be used to estimate dem´X Y µ as follows: 
which yields the lemma.
In [3] it is shown that any CMCF-problem can be satisfied up to q Ω´φ log kµ, where φ is the value of the sparsest cut and k is the number of commodities. Combining this with lemma 3 and 4 yields E´L´eµµ O´logn ¡ h ¡ max δ λ ¡ C t µ.
For the improved result we utilize that a uniform multicommodity flow on graphs of constant genus can be satisfied up to a factor q Ω´φµ (see [8] ). In order to apply this result we transform the CMFC-problem into a uniform multicommodity flow problem with nearly the same value of a sparsest cut. Then lemma 3 and 4 yield the theorem. The details are omitted due to space limitations.
So far, we have shown that T G can be simulated on G such that for every edge of the network the expected load remains small. In order to obtain a result on the congestion of the simulation we have to show that this simulation technique can be adopted such that the load of any edge does not deviate too much from its expectation. This is done in the proofs of the following theorems.
Theorem 6 Given a graph G and an associated decomposition tree T G there exists an oblivious online routing algorithm that is (strictly)
O´logn ¡ h ¡ max δ λ µ-competitive with respect to the congestion.
Remark 7 By utilizing the results of Section 4 on the parameters of T G this theorem gives an O´log 3 nµ-competitive online routing algorithm for general networks.
Proof. In order to apply the framework as sketched in Section 1.3 we need an efficient solution for the online routing problem on trees. This point is easy since in a tree the routing path between two nodes is unique.
The simulation technique can be adopted as follows. In the online routing problem the internal nodes of the decomposition tree do not store any information. They are only used during the simulation to ensure that appropriate routing paths are selected. Therefore, for each routing request a new random embedding of these nodes in the network G can be used. Let L i´e µ denote a 0-1 random variable describing the load on edge e ¾ E due to the routing of the i-th request σ i . (The routing algorithm can easily ensure that each edge is traversed at most once for each request. Hence, we can assume that L i´e µ is a 0-1 random variable.)
The variables L i´e µ are independent and hence, the load L´eµ of an edge e, is a sum of independent random variables. By applying a Chernoff bound (see e.g. [6] ) to this sum we get L´eµ O´E´L´eµµµ, w.h.p. As this holds for any edge e we get the desired result on the congestion. Note that the independence of different routing requests means that the routing algorithm is oblivious as stated in the theorem.
Similarly, one can prove the following theorem for the data management problem. The proof will appear in a full version of the paper.
Theorem 8 There is an O´log
3 nµ-competitive online algorithm for the data management problem on general networks.
The above results are obtained by utilizing the results of Section 4 which hold for general networks. For special networks these results can be significantly improved. For example if G is a mesh then there is a decomposition tree
This yields a data management strategy and a routing strategy with competitive ratio O´lognµ. Hence, our framework achieves the same results for the mesh as shown in [11] .
The graph decomposition
In this section we show that for any graph G there is a decomposition tree T G with good parameters λ´T G µ, δ´T G µ and h´T G µ. This completes the proof of the competitive ratios for the data management strategy and the online routing strategy presented in Section 3. The main theorem is as follows.
Theorem 9 For any graph G V Eµ with n V nodes there exists a decomposition tree T G that has height h´T G µ
O´lognµ, maximum bandwidth-ratio λ´T G µ O´lognµ and maximum weight-ratio δ´T G µ O´lognµ.
Proof. For the following proof we define λ : 20 ¡logn·1 and δ : 24 ¡λ. We construct a decomposition tree T G with λ´T G µ λ and δ´T G µ δ. We say that a subset S V fulfills the bandwidth-property and the weight-property iff
respectively. Obviously, a tree T G in which any cluster S v t fulfills both properties has bandwidth-ratio at most λ and weight-ratio at most δ. Note that the definition of the bandwidth-property slightly differs from that of the bandwidth-ratio as the maximum is taken over all sets that contain at most 3 4 S nodes. This will be needed later in the proof.
We prove the existence of a tree T G with good parameters by presenting an algorithm for constructing the tree. 
Figure 2. The algorithm BANDWIDTHPARTITION
The running time of this algorithm is not polynomial as it solves several NP-complete problems during the construction. Observe, however, that the decomposition has to be computed only once for a network and can then be used by any online algorithm that aims to minimize the congestion.
A key observation for the construction is that the above properties are somehow local to a cluster. This means that, e.g., whether a cluster fulfills the bandwidth-property or not, only depends on that cluster but not on the rest of the decomposition tree. Similarly, the weight-property for a level cluster S v t only depends on this cluster and on clusters corresponding to children of v t in T G . This holds since these child-clusters completely define the weight function w ·1 for subsets of S v t . Let v i , i ¾ I denote the children of v t . Then for a subset U S v t we can write w ·1´U µ ∑ i¾I cap´U S v i S v i µ, which means that w ·1´U µ and hence, the weight-ratio of S v t , only depends on the "child-clusters" S v i . Because of the observed locality of the desired properties we can conclude the theorem from the following lemma. Now, we first argue that the above lemma yields the theorem. Obviously, the cluster V that contains all nodes in the network fulfills the bandwidth-property, because out´V µ 0. This is the set corresponding to the root of T G . By applying the above lemma to V we get a partitioning of V . The sets of this partitioning correspond to the level 1 nodes of Figure 3 . The algorithm PARTITION.
Lemma 10 Given a level cluster S V that fulfills the bandwidth property, it is possible to partition S into sub-
T G . Since these sets again fulfill the bandwidth-property we can apply the lemma recursively until the leaf nodes of T G correspond to singleton sets v v ¾ V .
It is easy to verify that by this construction every cluster of T G fulfills both properties. Further, the height of T G is logarithmic because of Property 3 of the lemma. This yields the theorem.
Proof of Lemma 10. The algorithm for partitioning S according to the requirements of Lemma 10 uses a subroutine that is described in the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 11 For any subset R V it is possible to partition R into disjoint subsets R i R, such that each R i fulfills the bandwidth-property and
Proof. The following straightforward algorithm computes a partitioning P R of R with the above characteristics. In the beginning P R contains only the set R. As long as P R contains a set R i that does not fulfill the bandwidth-property this set is removed from P R and replaced by two subsets U and R i ÒU of R i that are chosen as follows. U is selected as an arbitrary subset that violates the bandwidth-property, i.e., U 3 4 R i and λ ¡cap´U R i ÒUµ out´Uµ. An outline of the algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
Obviously, after the algorithm has finished the set system P R contains only sets R i that fulfill the bandwidth-property and these sets partition R, i.e.,
For the analysis we introduce the following notion. Consider a set R i that is partitioned into two sets U and R i ÒU during the algorithm. By the partitioning the term ∑ i out´R i µ increases by 2 ¡cap´U R i ÒUµ. For such a step of the algorithm we say that the algorithm "buys" the new bandwidth 2 ¡ cap´U R i ÒUµ and that it "pays" with cap´U R i µ, i.e., the bandwidth of edges leaving U that do not contribute to cap´U R i ÒUµ. Proof. Let e ú vµ denote an edge of G. Suppose that e is used for buying new bandwidth when the algorithm partitions a set R i into sets U and R i ÒU with U 3 4 R i . Either u or v must be contained in the set U because otherwise e would not contribute to cap´U R i µ, i.e., the price for the new bandwidth. The set U that now contains one end-point of e has many nodes less than R i . This observation can be utilized as follows.
Let for the running time of the algorithm R u and R v denote the set in the partition P R that contain the node u and v, respectively. Whenever the algorithm uses e for buying new bandwidth either the set R u or the set R v changes, and thereby R u or R v is reduced by a factor of We get an upper bound on the amount of new bandwidth as follows. In the beginning when P R contains only the set R the only bandwidth that can be used for buying new bandwidth is the bandwidth of edges leaving cluster R, i.e., out´Rµ. We denote the value of this bandwidth with B 0 . Using the above observations we can estimate the bandwidth B 1 the algorithm can buy for the bandwidth B 0 . This is at most
For this bandwidth B 1 the algorithm can buy again some new bandwidth B 2 which can be shown to be smaller than
2 . Proceeding in this manner we get that the total new bandwidth is at most ∑ ∞ i 1 B i B 0 . Altogether, ∑ i out´R i µ increases at most by B 0 during the algorithm. Hence, in the end we have ∑ i out´R i µ 2 ¡out´Rµ which yields the lemma. Now, we describe the algorithm for partitioning S according to the requirements of Lemma 10. The general idea of the algorithm is to maintain a partitioning P S of the set S that fulfills requirements 1, 2 and 3 of the lemma and then to change this partitioning successively, until Requirement 4 is fulfilled, as well. It is relatively easy to maintain Requirement 1 that P S is a partitioning, i.e.,
Í S i ¾P S S i S.
For maintaining Requirement 2 the algorithm uses the algorithm BANDWIDTHPARTITION as a subroutine. Before a new set is added to P S this set is decomposed by BANDWIDTHPARTITION into subsets that fulfill the bandwidth-property. Then these subsets are added to P S , instead. Requirement 3 is fulfilled as follows. In the beginning the algorithm calculates a 1 6 -balanced mincut for the subgraph induced by S. This means S is partitioned into two subsets A and B : S ÒA, such that the capacity cap´A Bµ between both sets is minimized but each set contains at least S 6 nodes. Then the algorithm guarantees that each set S i in the partitioning is either a subset of A or a subset of B. Hence, Requirement 3 holds.
In order to fulfill the 4-th requirement the algorithm has to fulfill the condition ∑ i cap´U S i S i µ δ ¡out´Uµ for all subsets U of S with at most S 2 nodes. For doing this the algorithm uses the following trick. It tries to ensure a sharpened condition that only must hold for certain subsets U which are composed from sub-clusters of the current partitioning, i.e., U can be written as U that violates the sharpened weight condition the algorithm does the following. Firstly, it removes all sub-clusters S i ¾ Q from P S . Then it does not directly insert U into P S but first it ensures that requirements 2 and 3 will be fulfilled afterwards. Therefore, U is partitioned into U A and U B, and then these sets are again partitioned with BANDWIDTHPARTITION. Finally, all subsets resulting from this partitioning are inserted into P S . A description of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . It is clear from the above description that after the algorithm has finished, requirements 1, 2, and 3 are fulfilled and furthermore, no set violates the sharpened weight condition. It remains to show that the algorithm fulfills Requirement 4, as well, and last but not least we have to show that the algorithm terminates.
Lemma 14 The algorithm PARTITION terminates.
Proof. We show that in each iteration of the while loop, the term ∑ S i ¾P S out´S i µ decreases. In each iteration the algorithm first removes all sets S i ¾ Q from P S . Hence, ∑ S i ¾P S out´S i µ decreases by ∑ S i ¾Q out´S i µ ∑ S i ¾Q cap´U S i S i µ 6 ¡out´Uµ. Now, we show that the increment of ∑ S i ¾P S out´S i µ, when inserting the sets resulting from the partitioning of U, is smaller than this value. Therefore, we need the following claim which is proved in the full version. Consequently, when inserting these sets into P S the value of ∑ S i ¾P S out´S i µ increases by less than 6 ¡out´Uµ and therefore it decreases during each iteration of the while loop. This yields the lemma. This completes the proof of Lemma 10. As previously claimed Lemma 10 directly implies the theorem.
